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What is a cookie? -

A cookie is a small text file that a website stores on your PC, phone or any other device with information about
your use of said website. Cookies are needed to facilitate browsing and make it more user-friendly and do not
damage your computer. Although the general term cookie is used in this policy (because it is the main method
used by this website to store information), “Local storage” space in the browser is also used for the same
purposes as cookies. In this sense, all the information included in this section is also applicable to “Local
storage”.

Why are cookies used on this website? -

Cookies are an essential component of our website. The main purpose of our cookies is to improve your
browsing experience, e.g., to remember your preferences (language, country, etc.) while browsing and for future
visits. The information collected in cookies also allows us to improve the website by estimating numbers and
usage patterns, adapting the website to the user’s individual interests, accelerating searches, etc.

What are cookies NOT used for on this website?

We do not store sensitive personal information like your address, password, etc., in the cookies we use. Nor do
we use cookies to direct advertising to our users based on their browsing or other advertising purposes, whether
our own or those of third parties.

Who uses the information stored in cookies?

The information stored on our website’s cookies is used exclusively by us, with the exception of Google
Analytics cookies (which are used and managed by us and by Google for statistical purposes) and the Analysis
cookies for payment transactions (which are only generated when a purchase is made and analysed by an
external company to provide adequate safeguards for payment transactions).

What specific cookies does this website use and for what purposes?

Below is a table with the cookies used by this website and the purpose of each one.

These cookies collect generic information about user access to the MONKEY NUTRIENTS website (but not
about its content) to subsequently provide us with aggregated information on said access for statistical purposes.
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Type of Cookie Description Third Parties

Strictly necessary

Session, registration, shopping
cart data, data to distinguish free
services from paid services. They
are used to identify the user’s
same temporary session or
browsing session, measuring, for
example, the frequency.

No

Analytics

These cookies permit us to
analyze and measure the
properties and functions of this
Website and use these
measurements to make
improvements. The cookies that
are installed are third-party
cookies.
For example, Google Analytics
is an analysis tool that helps
websites understand how their
visitors interact with their
properties. A set of cookies can
be used to collect information
and report website usage
statistics without personally
identifying Google visitors.

·       Google Analytics

Advertising

These cookies are used for
advertising. They allow the
storage of users’ browsing
information through browsing
sessions, displaying
advertisements directly related to
their interests or previous
searches. These are usually
cookies that come from
programmed shopping platforms,
adexchanges, DSP, SSP, DMP
and other automated sales
advertising technologies.

·       Doubleclick (Google, Inc.)
·       DoubleClick Ad
Exchange-Buyer
·       Google
DynamicRemarketing (Adwords)
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Cookie Management -

As an additional guarantee to the aforementioned cookies, the registration of cookies may need to be accepted
during the installation or update of the browser used; this acceptance may be revoked at any time through the
available content and privacy setting options.

Many browsers permit the activation of a privacy mode through which cookies are always deleted after your
visit. The name thereof depends on the privacy mode of each browser. Below, you will find a list of the most
common browsers and the different names for their “privacy mode”:

● Internet Explorer 8 and higher; InPrivate

● Opera 10.5 and higher; Private Browsing

● Google Chrome 10 higher; Incognito

● Safari 2 and higher; Private Browsing

● FireFox 3.5 and higher; Private Browsing

Important -

Please carefully read your browser’s help section to learn more about how to activate “privacy mode”. You may
continue visiting our website even if your browser is in “privacy mode”; however, browsing our website may
not be optimal and some services may not function correctly.

How to disable cookies in the main browsers

It is usually possible to reject a browser’s Cookies or reject a particular Service’s Cookies.

All modern browsers allow changes to the Cookie settings. These settings are usually found in the “options” or
“Preferences” sections in your browser’s menu.  Additionally, you may configure your browser or your email
system by installing free add-ons to avoid downloading Web Bugs when opening emails.

The Provider’s Website offers guidance to Users on the steps to access the Cookie’s configuration menu and,
where appropriate, private browsing in each of the main browsers:

● Internet Explorer: Tools -> Internet Options -> Privacy -> Settings.

● Firefox: Tools -> Options -> Privacy -> History -> Personal Settings.

● Chrome: Settings -> Show advanced settings -> Privacy -> Content settings.

● Safari: Preferences -> Security.
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